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Baby Layette  
Supply List 

Name:_____________________ 

Date:_______________________ 

Time:_______________________ 

Skill level: Intermediate 
Instructor: Orchid  
 
The BUNNY KNIT NIGHTIE is an easy-to-make baby lay-
ette that includes a nightgown accented with a shell edge, 
bib, blanket, and burp cloth. The gown is designed for knit 
fabric, has overlapping front and back shoulders for ease 
in dressing baby, and can be made as a sacque'. This 
classic layette makes for a well-loved baby gift that sews 
up quickly. The pattern is printed on paper with the pieces 
stacked/nested. The small pieces are quick and easy to trace. 
 
Supplies: 
 Sewing Machine in good working order 

 Foot control and power cord 
 New needle  

 Serger is recommended for knits and jersey fabrics but not required 
 Foot control and power cord 
 New needles 

 Accessories 
 If using a sewing machine, a walking foot is recommended 

 Needles 
 Universal #70 or Microtex #70* 
 Double needle 3.0 or 4.0 for straight stich (optional but recommended)* 

 Thread 
 Mettler Polyester thread matching the color of the fabrics and fold over elastic 

 Notions 
 Bunny’s Knit Nightie pattern by Children’s Corner* 
 Snap or Velcro for bib* 
 Tracing wheel* and Swiss Pattern tracing paper* must have 1 ½ yard ( if you 
don’t want to cut original patterns)    
 Pins, a lot of them* 
 Chalk or water soluble marking pen for fabrics* 
 Sharp scissors*  
 Measuring tape* 



 Hand sewing needle* 
 Ruler and adhesive scotch tape. 

 Fabric 
 Baby gown, booties; cotton knit, or cotton stretch fabric 1 ½ yards 60 or 45” 

wide  
 Baby blanket, burp pad, and bib: flannel, or double gauze fabric 2 yards 60” 

or 45” wide  
 1 yard of ¼” elastic for gown bottom (optional) *  
 5 yards of white fold over elastic* 
 Any applique and 1/4” satin ribbon 

 
*Items available at Redlands Sewing Center or Cotton Gin Fabric 
Bring this supply list to Cotton Gin Fabric and get 15% off your fabric purchase! 
 
 


